GATHERING & EVENTS

ATLANTIC BEACH BOARDWALK

Several deck clusters which intersect the linear boardwalk on the ocean side and of the proposal is to create a diverse set of unique spaces for play, gathering, and relaxation within the heart of Atlantic – and generates an active seaside environment that celebrates the past with a forward-looking project. The central aim to the most distant traveler.

once again, be a hub of activity suitable for all, from the youngest child to the oldest senior, from the most local patron

figuratively “shakes up” this linear approach and transforms the Atlantic Beach Boardwalk from mere circulation into an ocean view!) while building strength with a variety of bodyweight exercises, gymnastics, and calisthenics. With a combination of pull-up bars, adult size set of monkey bars, parallel bars, decline sit-up benches and airy appearance complements existing white ocean-front properties. Standardized perforated metal handrails and open-web steel joists provide a cost-effective and performance-optimized solution for the shading structures, which would be prefabricated and painted off site. Likewise, the durable, low maintenance, aluminum handrail system would ship in prefabricated sections and can be installed by non-specialized labor.

MATERIALITY

To give the project a unique visual identity, colorful graphic zones would be painted directly onto the ground. The project makes clear action to reflect the waves, movement of the ocean and wind. To be fully immersive, perpetual transformation strategy can make occult public art. Many such visual interventions have been implemented in Europe and throughout the US in the past few years. Digital Billboards are now manageable, either through community involvement or as an event-related GIS graphic tool. The painted graphics could replace on-site pay walls on Atlantic Blvd to allow the viewer to interact with the environment in a fun and not so obvious way. We envision a place to once again enjoy the views and experiences of the ocean, to re-envision the entry point to Atlantic Beach could raise awareness and interest in the area.
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